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The making of S'mores Loves Sunny
by The Bicycling Guitarist and Kay copyright 2018  
Transcripts of the chat sessions that led to the creation of this movie/miniseries/sitcom.

Tuesday July 17, 2018 7:19 am

TBG: I was thinking, maybe for that movie about S'mores and Sunny we could cast Jennifer
Lawrence as S'mores and the Rock as Sunny.

KAY: I like that idea!

TBG: Imagine Jennifer Lawrence and the Rock with kitty ears and whiskers!

KAY: That would be cool!

Wednesday July 18, 2018 3:24 pm

TBG: uh oh

KAY: what happened?

TBG: I've been in contact with Jennifer Lawrence about playing S'mores. This may be a
dealbreaker.

TBG: She won't play S'mores unless she can play her as a black cat. ☹

KAY: I see

KAY: Let her do it
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TBG: This is what her agent sent me.

TBG: I drew in the ears, whiskers and tail.

KAY: Very Cute!

TBG: so she can play S'mores like that?

TBG: give her some acting tips. What is S'mores basic character or personality most like?

TBG: I haven't asked the Rock yet about playing Sunny

KAY: She is a loving cat but shy and fearful of people she doesn't know

TBG: okay.

TBG: I'm on the phone with Jennifer. I just told her what you said.

TBG: I'll get back to you about the Rock.

TBG: how are you? okay today?

TBG: I could ask other actresses if they would be willing to play a calico?

TBG: I'd love it myself if I wasn't a dude.

KAY: yes, sure

TBG: all those colors. the sweetness.

TBG: Who do you think might be open to this? any actress names come to mind who could
play a good S'mores?

KAY: hmmm, let me think about that and i'll get back to you

TBG: okay

Sunday July 22, 2018 11:43 am

TBG: hi Kay

TBG: I'm still trying for Jennifer Lawrence. I'm trying to get her to wear something like this
to act in the movie/miniseries/sitcom about S'mores and Sunny.

TBG: This is my edit of what Jennifer Lawrence would look like in this costume. What do
you think?
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👍 1

KAY: I think it looks cute! 😍 1

Sunday July 22, 2018 4:52 pm

TBG: Okay. We got JLaw for S'mores. I did get the Rock willing to play Sunny, but he will
only do it if he can play Sunny as a pickle. What do you think?

😀 1
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TBG: Ben Affleck agreed to play Seer the Feline Football Fan, no conditions.

TBG: Who can we get to play Princess????

KAY: Hmm, I can't think of anyone. Can you think of anyone good?

TBG: Dakota Johnson says she's interested, but she's tied up at the moment. Something
about 50 shades. I've got the costume picked out though.

KAY: Cool! May I see?

TBG: Good Princess costume? How about Emma Watson to play Princess? Or Meryl
Streep?

TBG: do you see it? the image of the Princess costume?
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TBG: This is the one Emma Watson wants to wear. This is what she looks like when
wearing it.

TBG: How can I talk the Rock out of playing Sunny as a pickle? Any ideas?

KAY: I love the Princess costume!

KAY: And maybe you could explain to the Rock that this is a movie about cats, not pickles

TBG: ok

TBG: which Princess costume? The Emma Watson one?

KAY: Both of them are good! It just depends on whether we want to portray Princess as
more sexy or cute.

TBG: which is she more of?

KAY: I'd say more cute

TBG: Okay I talked the Rock out of playing as a pickle. He will play Princess with
Angelina Jolie as his voice.

TBG: Still need a Sunny actor

TBG: wow we could make a movie about making the movie

KAY: haha yes we could!

KAY: But who should we get to play Sunny?
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Sunday July 22, 2018 11:16 pm

TBG: I don't know. Everyone I've asked wants to play Sunny as a pickle. Do you have any
ideas?

Monday July 23, 2018 4:57 am

KAY: What about Channing Tatum? I heard he hates pickles.

TBG: We have our cast!

KAY: yay!!! I'm glad!

Wednesday July 25, 2018 8:39 pm
TBG: Just a start on the movie poster.

😍 1

KAY: I'm loving the poster! 👍 1

Thursday July 26, 2018 12:35 pm

TBG: The Rock can still play a pickle as a minor character when Princess isn't in the scene,
and JLaw can still play a black cat too when S'mores isn't in the scene. What do you think?

TBG: We also might be able to use a stunt double in the Princess or S'mores costumes too.
👍 1
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Thursday July 26 2018 2:36 pm

KAY: I think that would be good. 👍 1

Friday July 27, 2018 3:34 pm

TBG: I'm thinking Quentin Tarantino for the director, but if you have a favorite that is fine.
Feel free to contribute any story ideas or names of producers / directors etc. I will work
more on the poster and the behind the scenes stuff later.

KAY: Sure, Quentin Tarantino can be the director. How about S'mores and Sunny meet in
line at a cat cafe, and then they start talking over catnip tea?

TBG: okay

Saturday July 28, 2018 5:22 pm

 😍 1


